The Situation in Drachten, Update.
The text below is a translation of Remco's report for www.auto.nl. 
Just to inform the international racers and all involved.


If it wasn't so sad, it would almost make you laugh. The dragraces at airfield Drachten had to be cancelled last august, because a "cleaning action", ordered by the "Stichting Vliegveld Drachten" and the city council (Gemeente Smallingerland), damaged the track so bad that it was no longer safe for racing. The reason for this "cleaning" was to get back the "roughness" needed for an airstrip. The result of this fifty thousand euro action are impressive. A recent inspection shows that the airstrip does NOT meet the standards for safe taking off and landing with aeroplanes. Wasted money, No more dragraces and no more flying. Well done folks!

For more than thirty years there were dragraces held on the airstrip, without any problems. The last few years the sport was growing, and internationally "Drachten" has a good reputation as a dragstrip where fast times are possible at nice events. With a fast growing international field of participants and about 6.000 spectators as a result. One would say this is good for the region, traditionally always economically behind the west of the country.

After the race in july, it was all of a sudden, according to the foundation "stichting vliegveld dachten" and the city council "Gemeente Smallingerland" , absolutely needed that the track was cleaned. "The dragracers had left so much rubber on the track, that it was no longer good for aeroplanes", a statement they still hold on to, while there is a report that says the condition of the track could have many reasons. In the middle of the racing season, a company was hired for 50.000 Euro (!) to clean the track. Soon after they started, Explosion and O.S.L. rang the alarm! By the used method the top layer of the asphalt was damaged, leaving a path with loose gravel. Other parts of the strip got so slippery that the ultra light planes, who never had problems before, were now drifting and slipping through with wet weather.
 
 The damage was so bad that Explosion had to cancel the race that was planned for mid-august. Motor sports federations KNAF and KNMV said racing on the track would be very dangerous. After the city council got back from their holiday, Explosion tried to contact the responsible people, but no reply from Drachten. And now there is news, coming from the local newspaper (Leeuwarder Courant). On the 6th of october they report that recently an inspection was held at the strip, and the conclusion was that it does NOT meet the standards for an airfield! Something already obvious for people seeing the cleaning operation in progress. 

For the ultra-lights, who have Drachten as their base, there are no standards, and they never had any problems with the races and the track. They even supported the other activities on the strip. There were never any other flights to and from airfield Drachten, so why the track had to be cleaned, we can only guess. maybe there are unrevealed plans to get bigger planes in. Something the locals won’t be happy with. And if it was done to hold the status of official airfield, for the current flights, it was a waste of money. The Leeuwarder Courant reports that it is possible to get on the so called Notam-list. An airfield on this list does not meet the standards, but still flying is possible. For the remaining time of the strip (in five years they want to build a new airfield elsewhere), this would have been a much cheaper solution and both ultralights and dragraces would be happy. A missed opportunity.

And that's not all!
On friday the 29th of september, OSL had organised their last race of the season. Three days in advance, a phone call came from the council: The track was not properly cleaned after their last race, so they had to clean it before getting a permit for the event. OSL man Gary could not believe his ears: Cleaning a track, for one day? He had to clean it anyway after his race. You could almost call it stalking or blackmail!
It's time for some political action in the Gemeente Smallingerland.
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